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Whatever you do and wherever you go, you use language to interact. This text explains what

human language is and how it works, giving you a look into the multiple fascinating and surprising

facets of this uniquely human trait. It offers many opportunities to ask your own questions and

explore the language in use all around you.
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"Though some other texts have tried to catch up, none has wooed me away through 20 years and

five editions. Finegan has kept his finger on the pulse of linguistic research and presented it in an

accessible and lively form for students. The chapter apparatus stimulates critical thinking skills,

posing real-world linguistic questions to orient the student to the material in the upcoming

chapter.""Clear explanations, excellent charts, excellent exercises-- All sections are theoretically

sophisticated yet approachable for beginning undergraduates."

Edward Finegan (MA and PhD, Ohio University) specializes in sociolinguistics, discourse analysis,

forensic linguistics, and the history and structure of the English language. He served as chair of the

Department of Linguistics at USC and currently serves as director of USC's Center for Excellence in

Teaching. President of the International Association of Forensic Linguists, Finegan is editor of

DICTIONARIES: THE JOURNAL OF THE DICTIONARY SOCIETY OF NORTH AMERICA and has

been Liberal Arts Fellow in Law and Linguistics, Harvard University; Visiting Professor at University

of Zurich; and Visiting Scholar at University of Helsinki. He also served as Director of American



Language Institute/National Iranian Radio and Television [1975-1976 in peaceful times]. He is the

recipient of many teaching awards and honors.

Easy to understand, great for the beginning, and recommended for anyone planning to go into a

linguistics field, or anyone just plain interested in Language.

This book was required for my introduction to linguistics class. I read it, only to have to relearn the

information the way my professors know/practice it. Time and time again the techniques or theories

in this book have been different from those in practice in my department (drawing trees for

example). The vocabulary and terms are useful (hence two stars not one), but a linguistics

dictionary is more comprehensive, much cheaper, and can be digested easier. If you absolutely

must buy the book, buy the international version or a previous edition, or rent it. As a student, you'll

quickly out grow this book and will get more useful books as your education continues.

I am very satisfied with this rental. The book arrived in excellent condition, and have definitely

recommended my friends to rent. It arrived on time, and I can have it long after my semester is over,

thus preventing me from stressing out by not having it during finals.

Works great! Very accommodating and fast delivery!

I was always skeptical with ordering my textbooks online, but I loved how fast it arrived and how

simple it was to return them. I highly recommend, plus it can save you money

I mainly gave 5 star for the money I saved by buying this product through . It is a required text for

my university class.

A good text book that is in good shape. Downside is that it lacks color that makes it less engaging.
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